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1 (Reeves) Current processing time for firearm evaluation
is approximately 120 days or more so it is important to
remember to include ___ sheets with the request
submission
3 (Edwards) The ___ sniper rifle is one of the rarest
sniper rifles in existence
6 Artillerie Inrichtingen )abbr)
9 (Pazdera) The CZ 75 P-07 Duty was originally designed
as a “___” pistol
11 (Glazer) The Pancor Jackhammer is a fully automatic
shotgun fed by a self contained 10 round ___
12 (Lazarides/Montgomery ) The Tank Abwehr Gewehr
Mod 18 (usually abbreviated to T-Gewehr) was the
world’s first anti-tank ___ and was developed by Mauser
13 (Heidler)The Cameron-Yaggi periscope is a relatively
simple design made of metal tubing, similar to the
frame of a ___
14 (Meehl) The sub-compact RM 380 chambered in the
titular .380ACP is an all metal hammer fired ___-pistol
17 (Engel) The Full-Auto AA-12 spits out about ___ rounds
per second (or 300 a minute)
18 (Volk) The Guard used ___ delayed blowback to
lighten the bolt carrier relative to plain blowback designs
20 (Iannamico) The 9mm UD42 Submachine Gun has no
stamped parts; is select-fire and fires from the ___ bolt
position
23 (Schooler) The AK-46 No.1 is a select fire, ___, gasoperated system and the AK-46 No. 2 was the second
iteration of Kalashnikov’s prototype (2wds)

1 Special Purpose Synthetic (abbr)
2 (Hobson) The flamethrower is a highly effective weapon
for aggressive assaults on well ___ and underground
positions
4 (Choat) The FNS-C features a stainless steel slide and
barrel with the frame being made of polymer
construction with replaceable steel ___ rails
5 Firearms and Explosives Industry Division (abbr)
7 Precision and ___ rifles are sometimes referred to as
“sniper” rifles
8 (Shea) The ___ is one of the first assault rifles ever
created and is credited as the forerunner of the modern
assault rifles
10 (Iannamico) Spike’s Tactical Thumper, which is a wellmade, near exact replica of the M79 ___ launcher
12 (Burgreen) The Mini Thirty does not have hot gases
dumped into the bolt due to it utilizing a self-cleaning
operating ___ mechanism that minimizes heat and
carbon buildup
15 Custom Defense Package (abbr)
16 (Wicks) The Carcano 91TS was a ___ action carbine
firing 6.5x52mm M91 ammunition; the six rounds were
inserted into a clip which was then inserted into the
body of the rifle
19 Avtomat Sudaeva (abbr)
21 (Huon) The Clair gunsmith brothers seem credited with
the first known application of the ___ action in 1888
22 (Murphy) The Typhoon is based on the Remington 870type action and it is configured to take a five-round ___
magazine

